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1. A large game world of considerable scope. * 8 Regions of Tower’s Wilderness. * 8 Regions of
Caerus. * 17 Regions of Arisen. * More than 100,000 areas of various sizes. * 4 Bounded Levels. 2. A
variety of monsters and bosses. * More than 30,000 monsters and demons. * Three different classes
of monsters and demons. * Various events take place in the game world. 3. Various battle systems. *
Both Attack and Skill Ver. allow you to freely choose the order and distance of attacks. * All enemies
attack at the same time so you can freely choose the order and distance of attacks. * You can freely
combine your attacks to deal heavy damage. * Special skills can be used in the chaos of battle. *
Various armors and bonuses exist for each character to be used in battle. 4. A variety of skills. *
Various skills that change depending on the class of monster/demon. * Blade swing and Confusion
Skill, which paralyzes enemies for a short period of time. * Status effect skills, such as Petrify and
Poison. * Unlockable skills that can be acquired through various means. * Active Skills are also
accessible. 5. Various weapon types. * All four weapon types exist. * Each weapon has its own
advantages and disadvantages. * The Forbidden Blade, a type of weapon that cannot be acquired, is
a powerful weapon. 6. A variety of magic. * Various spells exist. * The basic magic has a variety of
effects. * Sorcery, which deals large damage to multiple enemies. * Using Elixirs to increase your
maximum HP and boost the quality of your equipment. * Various status effect effects that remove
defenses. * Unlockable spells that can be acquired through various means. * Various spells that deal
heavy damage. 7. Epic, powerful characters can be unlocked. * Various weapons that can be
acquired. * Powerful spells that can be acquired. * Unique effects that cannot be acquired elsewhere.
* Various costumes that can be acquired. 8. There is no time limit. * Players can freely walk around
in the game world. * You can freely move from point to point. * You can freely go back and forth from
the game world to the
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Elden Ring Features Key:
A unique fantasy RPG that turns the existing RPG genre on its head.
Enter a high fantasy world with swords, dragons, and knights.
Uniquely combine weapons, armor, and magic on your own terms.
Battle against an ever-increasing number of monsters to achieve your goal in one-on-one battles.
Linked Online play for work together.

Details in the Vita’s PCHe game library:

Game Title: Elden Ring.

Platform: PS Vita.

Release Date: Sept 30, 2016.
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From the developer: PCHe.

Features: Adventure. RPG.

Release Name: Elden Ring.

Genre: Action RPG.

Method: Standalone.

Over 12 million install base!

PlayStation.Blog: Enthusiast Corner.

Get ready. Elden Ring is coming to the PlayStation Vita! 

Official Website: .

Official Twitter: @PCHe_Official

Watch Now: Elden Ring Trailer

Watch Now: Elden Ring Announcement Trailer
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